
Focus session is of 30 minutes’ duration, (11.45-12.15 or 12.15-12.45, depending on year group). The register should be taken as 

soon as possible after the start of the session.  

Every day, the following essential and basic checks will be completed by the form tutor. Students should demonstrate their readi-

ness to learn by placing all their equipment on the desk according to the focus time poster. Students who are fully equipped and 

perfectly presented will receive the form time +5 ARCH points via Class Charts each registration. These will, like all other rewards, 

go towards any ARCH badges, rewards trips and Celebration Assemblies. 

 Uniform: all students must be in full and correct uniform. Form Tutors will correct minor uniform infringements and may 

give a period of grace for any other uniform issues to be addressed by contacting home and discussing the matter with par-

ents/ carers. Major uniform issues will be referred to the relevant Learning Managers and may result in uniform being lent 

to the student or further sanctions. Uniform includes lanyard, worn around the neck. 

 Equipment: all students must be fully equipped for the day. Current required equipment is as follows: black pen and spare, 

green pen and spare, ruler, pencil, plus spare or sharpener, reading book, dictionary, scientific calculator, refillable water 

bottle. Students can buy additional equipment before school and at break or lunch from the student office. Additionally, 

form tutors may lend equipment  on the understanding that the missing item will be replaced as soon as possible. Form tu-

tors should also contact home to discuss persistently missing equipment/liaise with Learning Manager. 

 Champions of Maths: numeracy routine activity—to be completed at the start of every Form Time with resources supplied 

by the mathematics department 

In addition, the following activity schedule will be followed each week... 

Monday:  Assembly—students report to form base, register quickly and complete essential checks above, before filing to the 
hall in register order and in silence. Once in the hall, they read their reading book in silence until the assembly begins 
(Some assemblies may take place remotely—TBD) 

Tuesday:  • Students should watch the ‘Career of the Week’ short film, sent through by Emily Stansfield each week, which 
will spark careers/ progression discussions. 

• ARCH totals and Attendance to date: students will be given a weekly update on their attendance which they 
can note down if they wish, to monitor their progress through the academic year.  

• ClassCharts review—Form tutor will also review ClassCharts performance of tutees, and speak with individual 
students as appropriate. Students not being spoken with by the tutor should be involved in silent reading of 
their book.  

• Character Agenda review—Form tutor to sign off character challenges met (on character cards) and allocate 
house points for them 

Wednesday:  Well-Being Wednesday—students will consider an aspect of physical, mental, emotional or psychological well-being 
via a PowerPoint which is provided by Jake Womack or Philippa Thompson each week.  Written work in response to 
this should be done in PD exercise books.  

Thursday:  Personal Development work: students will work through a range of activities, supported by PowerPoint lesson slides 
and with written work completed in PD exercise books.  This strand of work focuses on topics such as our school 
ARCH code, Retrieval, British Values, Mental Health, Identity, Post 16 Progression, The Character Agenda. These re-
sources are provided by Melissa Wells and will last for a set number of weeks.   

Friday:  Literacy Friday—Robust Reading—class text to read with form tutor to encourage engagement with text and reading 
as a habit to support wider learning 

Student Leadership Opportunities: students can take it in turns to lead on, or be regular monitors for, WBW, Personal Develop-

ment administration, leading careers discussions etc. They can be awarded ARCH points for this. This may allow the tutor more 

flexibility in completing other tutor tasks and checks. However, it remains the tutor’s responsibility that all these jobs are done 

well/ accurately and this will be quality assured by the Leaning Manager/ SLT link for each year group.  
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can note down if they wish, to monitor their progress through the academic year.  
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students as appropriate. Students not being spoken with by the tutor should be involved in silent reading of 
their book.  

 Character Agenda review—Form tutor to sign off character challenges met (on character cards) and allocate 
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Tuesday:  Assembly—students report to form base, register quickly and complete essential checks above, before filing to the 
hall in register order and in silence. Once in the hall, they read their reading book in silence until the assembly be-
gins. (Some assemblies may take place remotely—TBD) 

Wednesday:  Well-Being Wednesday—students will consider an aspect of physical, mental, emotional or psychological well-being 
via a PowerPoint which is provided by Jake Womack or Philippa Thompson each week.  Written work in response to 
this should be done in PD exercise books.  

Thursday:  Personal Development work: students will work through a range of activities, supported by PowerPoint lesson slides 
and with written work completed in PD exercise books.  This strand of work focuses on topics such as our school 
ARCH code, Retrieval, British Values, Mental Health, Identity, Post 16 Progression, The Character Agenda. These re-
sources are provided by Melissa Wells and will last for a set number of weeks.   

Friday:  Literacy Friday—Class listening to audiobook to develop active listening and engagement with text 

Focus session is of 30 minutes’ duration, (11.45-12.15 or 12.15-12.45, depending on year group). The register should be taken as 

soon as possible after the start of the session.  

Every day, the following essential and basic checks will be completed by the form tutor. Students should demonstrate their readi-

ness to learn by placing all their equipment on the desk according to the focus time poster. Students who are fully equipped and 

perfectly presented will receive the form time +5 ARCH points via Class Charts each registration. These will, like all other rewards, 

go towards any ARCH badges, rewards trips and Celebration Assemblies. 

 Uniform: all students must be in full and correct uniform. Form Tutors will correct minor uniform infringements and may 

give a period of grace for any other uniform issues to be addressed by contacting home and discussing the matter with par-

ents/ carers. Major uniform issues will be referred to the relevant Learning Managers and may result in uniform being lent 

to the student or further sanctions. Uniform includes lanyard, worn around the neck. 

 Equipment: all students must be fully equipped for the day. Current required equipment is as follows: black pen and spare, 

green pen and spare, ruler, pencil, plus spare or sharpener, reading book, dictionary, scientific calculator, refillable water 

bottle. Students can buy additional equipment before school and at break or lunch from the student office. Additionally, 

form tutors may lend equipment  on the understanding that the missing item will be replaced as soon as possible. Form tu-

tors should also contact home to discuss persistently missing equipment/liaise with Learning Manager. 

 Champions of Maths: numeracy routine activity—to be completed at the start of every Form Time with resources supplied 
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Friday:  Literacy Friday—Class listening to audiobook to develop active listening and engagement with text 

Focus session is of 30 minutes’ duration, (11.45-12.15 or 12.15-12.45, depending on year group). The register should be taken as 

soon as possible after the start of the session.  

Every day, the following essential and basic checks will be completed by the form tutor. Students should demonstrate their readi-

ness to learn by placing all their equipment on the desk according to the focus time poster. Students who are fully equipped and 

perfectly presented will receive the form time +5 ARCH points via Class Charts each registration. These will, like all other rewards, 

go towards any ARCH badges, rewards trips and Celebration Assemblies. 
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tors should also contact home to discuss persistently missing equipment/liaise with Learning Manager. 

 Champions of Maths: numeracy routine activity—to be completed at the start of every Form Time with resources supplied 

by the mathematics department 

In addition, the following activity schedule will be followed each week... 



Student Leadership Opportunities: students can take it in turns to lead on, or be regular monitors for, WBW, Personal Develop-

ment administration, leading careers discussions etc. They can be awarded ARCH points for this. This may allow the tutor more 

flexibility in completing other tutor tasks and checks. However, it remains the tutor’s responsibility that all these jobs are done 

well/ accurately and this will be quality assured by the Leaning Manager/ SLT link for each year group.  

Monday:   Students should watch the ‘Career of the Week’ short film, sent through by Emily Stansfield each week, which 
will spark careers/ progression discussions. 

 ARCH totals and Attendance to date: students will be given a weekly update on their attendance which they 
can note down if they wish, to monitor their progress through the academic year.  

 ClassCharts review—Form tutor will also review ClassCharts performance of tutees, and speak with individual 
students as appropriate. Students not being spoken with by the tutor should be involved in silent reading of 
their book.  

 Character Agenda review—Form tutor to sign off character challenges met (on character cards) and allocate 
house points for them 

Tuesday:  Personal Development work: students will work through a range of activities, supported by PowerPoint lesson slides 
and with written work completed in PD exercise books.  This strand of work focuses on topics such as our school 
ARCH code, Retrieval, British Values, Mental Health, Identity, Post 16 Progression, The Character Agenda. These re-
sources are provided by Melissa Wells and will last for a set number of weeks.   

Wednesday:  Well-Being Wednesday—students will consider an aspect of physical, mental, emotional or psychological well-being 
via a PowerPoint which is provided by Jake Womack or Philippa Thompson each week.  Written work in response to 
this should be done in PD exercise books.  

Thursday:  Assembly—students report to form base, register quickly and complete essential checks above, before filing to the 
hall in register order and in silence. Once in the hall, they read their reading book in silence until the assembly be-
gins. (Some assemblies may take place remotely—TBD) 

Friday:  Literacy Friday—revision strategies and skills development—provided by NKE/MSC and stored in central ‘tutoring’ 
folder. 

Focus session is of 30 minutes’ duration, (11.45-12.15 or 12.15-12.45, depending on year group). The register should be taken as 

soon as possible after the start of the session.  

Every day, the following essential and basic checks will be completed by the form tutor. Students should demonstrate their readi-

ness to learn by placing all their equipment on the desk according to the focus time poster. Students who are fully equipped and 

perfectly presented will receive the form time +5 ARCH points via Class Charts each registration. These will, like all other rewards, 

go towards any ARCH badges, rewards trips and Celebration Assemblies. 

 Uniform: all students must be in full and correct uniform. Form Tutors will correct minor uniform infringements and may 

give a period of grace for any other uniform issues to be addressed by contacting home and discussing the matter with par-

ents/ carers. Major uniform issues will be referred to the relevant Learning Managers and may result in uniform being lent 

to the student or further sanctions. Uniform includes lanyard, worn around the neck. 

 Equipment: all students must be fully equipped for the day. Current required equipment is as follows: black pen and spare, 

green pen and spare, ruler, pencil, plus spare or sharpener, reading book, dictionary, scientific calculator, refillable water 

bottle. Students can buy additional equipment before school and at break or lunch from the student office. Additionally, 

form tutors may lend equipment  on the understanding that the missing item will be replaced as soon as possible. Form tu-

tors should also contact home to discuss persistently missing equipment/liaise with Learning Manager. 

 Champions of Maths: numeracy routine activity—to be completed at the start of every Form Time with resources supplied 

by the mathematics department 

In addition, the following activity schedule will be followed each week... 



Student Leadership Opportunities: students can take it in turns to lead on, or be regular monitors for, WBW, Personal Develop-

ment administration, leading careers discussions etc. They can be awarded ARCH points for this. This may allow the tutor more 

flexibility in completing other tutor tasks and checks. However, it remains the tutor’s responsibility that all these jobs are done 

well/ accurately and this will be quality assured by the Leaning Manager/ SLT link for each year group.  

Monday:   Students should watch the ‘Career of the Week’ short film, sent through by Emily Stansfield each week, which 
will spark careers/ progression discussions. 

 ARCH totals and Attendance to date: students will be given a weekly update on their attendance which they 
can note down if they wish, to monitor their progress through the academic year.  

 ClassCharts review—Form tutor will also review ClassCharts performance of tutees, and speak with individual 
students as appropriate. Students not being spoken with by the tutor should be involved in silent reading of 
their book.  

 Character Agenda review—Form tutor to sign off character challenges met (on character cards) and allocate 

Tuesday:  Personal Development work: students will work through a range of activities, supported by PowerPoint lesson slides 
and with written work completed in PD exercise books.  This strand of work focuses on topics such as our school 
ARCH code, Retrieval, British Values, Mental Health, Identity, Post 16 Progression, The Character Agenda. These re-
sources are provided by Melissa Wells and will last for a set number of weeks.   

Wednesday:  Well-Being Wednesday—students will consider an aspect of physical, mental, emotional or psychological well-being 
via a PowerPoint which is provided by Jake Womack or Philippa Thompson each week.  Written work in response to 
this should be done in PD exercise books.  

Thursday:  Literacy Friday (on a Thursday!)—revision strategies and skills development—provided by NKE/MSC and stored in 
central ‘tutoring’ folder 

Friday:  Assembly—students report to form base, register quickly and complete essential checks above, before filing to the 
hall in register order and in silence. Once in the hall, they read their reading book in silence until the assembly be-
gins. (Some assemblies may take place remotely—TBD) 

Focus session is of 30 minutes’ duration, (11.45-12.15 or 12.15-12.45, depending on year group). The register should be taken as 

soon as possible after the start of the session.  

Every day, the following essential and basic checks will be completed by the form tutor. Students should demonstrate their readi-

ness to learn by placing all their equipment on the desk according to the focus time poster. Students who are fully equipped and 

perfectly presented will receive the form time +5 ARCH points via Class Charts each registration. These will, like all other rewards, 

go towards any ARCH badges, rewards trips and Celebration Assemblies. 

 Uniform: all students must be in full and correct uniform. Form Tutors will correct minor uniform infringements and may 

give a period of grace for any other uniform issues to be addressed by contacting home and discussing the matter with par-

ents/ carers. Major uniform issues will be referred to the relevant Learning Managers and may result in uniform being lent 

to the student or further sanctions. Uniform includes lanyard, worn around the neck. 

 Equipment: all students must be fully equipped for the day. Current required equipment is as follows: black pen and spare, 

green pen and spare, ruler, pencil, plus spare or sharpener, reading book, dictionary, scientific calculator, refillable water 

bottle. Students can buy additional equipment before school and at break or lunch from the student office. Additionally, 

form tutors may lend equipment  on the understanding that the missing item will be replaced as soon as possible. Form tu-

tors should also contact home to discuss persistently missing equipment/liaise with Learning Manager. 

 Champions of Maths: numeracy routine activity—to be completed at the start of every Form Time with resources supplied 

by the mathematics department 

In addition, the following activity schedule will be followed each week... 


